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CELL PENETRATING PEPTIDES FOR INTRACELLULAR DELIVERY OF

MOLECULES

The present invention pertains to the field of intracellular delivery of

molecules such as nucleic acids and small hydrophobic molecules. In particular, the

invention relates to a new cell-penetrating peptide (CPP) family, which exhibits a high

efficacy and a low toxicity.

Although small molecules remain the major drugs used in clinic, in

numerous cases, their therapeutic impact has reached limitations such as insufficient

capability to reach targets, lack of specificity, requirement for high doses leading to

toxicity and major side effects. Over the past ten years, in order to circumvent limitations

of small molecules and of gene-based therapies, we have witnessed a dramatic acceleration

in the discovery of larger therapeutic molecules such as proteins, peptides and nucleic

acids which present high specificity for their target but do not follow Lipinski's rules.

Pharmaceutical potency of these molecules remains restricted by their poor stability i vivo

and by their low uptake in cells. Therefore, "delivery" has become a central piece of the

therapeutic puzzle and new milestones have been established to validate delivery

strategies: (a) iack of toxicity, (b) efficiency at low doses i vivo, (c) easy to handle for

therapeutic applications (d) rapid endosomal release and (e) ability to reach the target.

Although viral delivery strategies had given much hope for gene and cellular therapies,

their clinical application has suffered from side- and toxicity- effects [1,2]. Researches

were mainly focused on the development of non-viral strategies, and different methods

have been proposed including lipid, polycationic nanoparticles and peptide-based

formulations, but only few of these technologies have been efficient in vivo and have

reached the clinic. Cell Penetrating Peptides (CPP) are one of the most promising non-viral

strategies. Although definition of CPPs is constantly evolving, they are generally described

as short peptides of less than 30 amino acids either derived from proteins or from chimeric

sequences. They are usually amphipathic and possess a net positive charge [3-5] CPPs are

able to penetrate biological membranes, to trigger the movement of various biomolecules

across cell membranes into the cytoplasm and to improve their intracellular routing,

thereby facilitating interactions with the target. CPPs can be subdivided into two main

classes, the first requiring chemical linkage with the cargo and the second involving the

formation of stable, non-covalent complexes. CPPs from both strategies have been

reported to favour the delivery of a large panel of cargos (plasmid DNA, oligonucleotide,

siRNA, PNA, protein, peptide, liposome, nanoparticle. ..) into a wide variety of cell types

and in vivo models [3-7].

Twenty years ago, the concept of protein transduction domain (PTD) was

proposed based on the observation that some proteins, mainly transcription factors, could



shuttle within cells and from one cell to another [for review see ref 3,4]. The first

observation was made in 1988, by Frankel and Pabo. They showed that the transcription-

transactivating (Tat) protein of HIV- could enter cells and translocate into the nucleus. In

91, the group of Prochiantz reached the same conclusions with the Drosophila

Antennapedia homeodomain and demonstrated that this domain was internalized by

neuronal cells. These works were at the origin of the discovery in 1 94 of the first Protein

Transduction Domain: a 16 mer-peptide derived from the third helix of the homeodomain

of Antennapedia named Penetratin . In 997, the group of Lebleu identified the minimal

sequence of Tat required for cellular uptake and the first proofs -of-concept of the

application of PTD in vivo, were reported by the group of Dowdy, for the delivery of small

peptides and large proteins . Historically, the notion of Cell Penetrating Peptide (CPP) was

introduced by the group of Langel, in 1998, with the design of the first chimeric peptide

carrier, the Transportan, which derived from the N-terminal fragment of the neuropeptide

galanin, linked to mastoparan, a wasp veno peptide. Transportan has been originally

reported to improve the delivery of PNAs both in cultured cells and i vivo . In 1997, the

group of Heitz and Divita proposed a new strategy involving CPP in the formation of

stable but non-covalent complexes with their cargo [7]. The strategy was first based on the

short peptide carrier (MPG) consisting of two domains: a hydrophilic (polar) domain and a

hydrophobic (apolar) domain. MPG was designed for the delivery of nucleic acids [7]. The

primary amphipathic peptide Pep-1 was then proposed for non-covalent delivery of

proteins and peptides [8]. Then the groups of Wender and of Futaki demonstrated that

polyarginine sequences (Arg8) are sufficient to drive small and large molecules into cells

and in vivo. Ever since, many CPPs derived from natural or unnatural sequences have been

identified and the list is constantly increasing. Peptides have been derived from VP22

protein of Herpes Simplex Virus, from calcitonin, from antimicrobial or toxin peptides,

fro proteins involved i cell cycle regulation, as we l as from polyproline-rich peptides

[reviews 4-6 .

The inventors have now designed a ne family of 10 amino acid cell-

penetrating peptides for the delivery of peptides/proteins and hydrophobic molecules,

named VEPEP-5. Delivery strategies using VEPEP-5 peptides as the outer layer of

nanoparticles are referred to as NANOPEP-5.

VEPEP-5 are short primary and, in certain cases, secondary amphipathic

0 amino acid peptides forming stable nanoparticles with molecules such as peptides,

peptide-analogues, PNAs and small hydrophobic molecules, hereafter designated as

"SHM". VEPEP-5 vectors comprise or consist of an amino acid sequence consisting of a

beta-alanine or a serine in N-terminal position, linked to a sequence consisting of 9

consecutive amino acids from the sequence RXWXRLWXRLR (SEQ ID NO: 7), wherein:

in position 2 is R or S; and



X in positions 4 and 8 arc, independently from each other. W or F.

Non-limitative examples of VEPEP-5 peptides according to the present

invention comprise an amino acid sequence selected from the group consisting of:

- XiWW L WRLR (SEQ ID No: 1)

- XiWFRLWFRLR (SEQ ID No: 2)

- WFRL WRLR (SEQ ID No: 3),

- X WWRLWFRLR (SEQ ID No: 4),

- X RWWRLWWRL (SEQ ID No: 5). and

- RSWFRLWFR (SEQ ID No: 6),

wherein X | is beta-A or S .

The present invention also pertains to a stapled cell-penetrating peptide

derived from a VEPEP-5 cell-penetrating peptide as described above. A "stapled" peptide

designates a peptide which comprises a chemical linkage (in addition to the amino acid

chain) between two residues. In a particular embodiment of stapled VEPEP-5 peptides, the

VEPEP-5 peptide comprises a hydrocarbon linkage between two residues which arc

separated by three or six residues. The skilled artisan can obtain these peptides by using

techniques which are available in the art, for example as described by Verdi e and

Hilinski, Methods in Enzymology, 2 1 ].

VEPEP-5 strategy improves both ex-vivo and in vivo delivery and

efficiency of peptide/protein/peptide analogue and small hydrophobic molecules, without

activating the innate immune response or inducing toxic side effects.

According to a preferred embodiment, a cell-penetrating peptide of the

present invention further comprises, covalently linked to the N-terminal end of the amino

acid sequence, one or several chemical entities selected in the group consisting of an

acetyl, a fatty acid, a cholesterol, a poly-cthylene glycol, a nuclear localization signal, a

nuclear export signal, an antibody, a polysaccharide and a targeting molecule (peptide,

fatty acid, saccharide).

In particular, PEGylation of VEPEP-5 peptide is advantageous for

stabilizing nanoparticles in vivo.

In addition or alternatively, a cell-penetrating peptide according to the

invention can comprise, covalently linked to the C-terminal end of its amino acid

sequence, one or several groups selected in the group consisting of a cysteamide, a

cysteine, a thiol, an amide, a nitrilotriacetic acid optionally substituted, a carboxyl, a linear

or ramified C1-C6 alkyl optionally substituted, a primary or secondary amine, an osidic

derivative, a lipid, a phospholipid, a fatty acid, a cholesterol, a . poly-ethylene glycol, a

nuclear localization signal, nuclear export signal, an antibody, a polysaccharide and a

targeting molecule.



Another aspect of the present invention is a complex comprising a cell-

penetrating peptide as described above and a cargo selected amongst protein/peptide and

hydrophobic molecules. Examples of polypeptide cargoes are proteins of at most 5kDa,

such as nanobodies, small peptides, cyclic peptides, peptide-based biomarkers, bio-drugs,

PNAs or oligonucleotides. In a preferred embodiment of the complex according to the

invention, the cargo is a small molecule (size lower than 1.5 kDa), either hydrophobic or

charged. Preferred cargos in the complexes according to the present invention are

anticancer and antiviral drugs, as well as cosmetic agents. Non- limitative examples of

small hydrophobic molecules which can be used include amino acids, di- or tri- peptides

(labelled or not) daunomycin, Paclitaxel, doxorubicin, AZT, porphyrin, fluorescently-

labelled-nucleosides or nucleotides ( A -Guanosine, CY5_UTP, CY3-UTP),

hydrophobic maghemite (contrast agents or magnetic nanoparticles Fe 0 3) and fluorescent

dyes.

The size of the complexes described above is preferably between 50 and

200 nm (the size of the complex herein designates its mean diameter).

In the complexes according to the invention, the cargo/VEPEP-5 molar

ratio depends on the nature and size of the cargo, but is generally comprised between 1/1

and 1/50. For small peptide cargoes, the cargo/VEPEP-5 molar ratio preferably ranges

from 1/5 to 1/20. For small molecule cargoes, the cargo/VEPEP-5 molar ratio preferably

ranges from 1/3 to 1/10. For protein cargoes, the cargo/VEPEP -5 molar ratio preferably

ranges from 1/ 0 to 1/20

According to an advantageous embodiment of the complexes as

described above, the VEPEP-5 peptides comprise a polyethylene glycol group or an acetyl

group covalently linked to their N-terminus, and/or a cysteamide group covalently linked

to their C-terminus.

The above complexes can be advantageously used as "core shells" for

obtaining bigger complexes, or nanoparticles, by an additional step of coating the

cargo/VEPEP -5 complex with another layer of cell-penetrating peptides, which can be

identical to or different from the VEPEP-5 peptides described above. Examples of such

nanoparticles are VEPEP-5 /CADY (wherein CADY is a CPP as described in EP1795539

an in [ 1]), VEPEP-5/PEP-1 (wherein Pep-1 is a CPP as described in [8]), VEPEP-

5 MPG (wherein MPG is a CPP as described in US7.5 14,530 and in [7, 10]), as well as

nanoparticles with an outer layer made of a CPP belonging to another VEPEP family, for

example selected from the following list:

- VEPEP-3a: Ac-XiKWFERWFREWPRKRR-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 1 )

- VEPEP-3b: Ac-X ,KWWERWWREWPRKRK-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 1 )

- VEPEP-3c: Ac-XjRWWEKWWTRWPRKRK-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 13),

- VEPEP-3d: Ac-X RWYE WYTE FPRRRR-cysteam i e (SEQ ID No: 14),



- VEPEP-3e: Ac- RWWRLWWRS WFRLWRR-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 15)

- VEPEP-3f: Ac-XiLWWRRWWSRWWPRWRR-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 16)

- VEPEP g: Ac-X LWWSRW\VRSWFRLWFR-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 17),

- VEPEP-3h: Ac-XiKFWSRFWRS WFRLWRR-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 18),

- VEPEP-6a: Ac-X LFRALWRLLRSLWRLL -c steamide (SEQ ID No: 9)

- VEPEP-6b: Ac-X LWRALWRLWRSLWRLLWKA-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 20)

- VEPEP-6c: Ac-X LWRALWRLLRSLWRLWRKA-cy steamide (SEQ ID No: 21)

- VEPEP-6d: Ac- LWRALWRLWRSLWRLWRKA-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 22)

- VEPEP-6e: Ac-X, LW'RAIAVRLLRALWRIXWKA-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 23)

- VEPEP-6f: Ac-X LWRALWRLLRNL RLL KA-c steamide (SEQ ID No: 24)

- VEPEP-9al : Ac- ,LRWWLRWASRWFSRWAWWR-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 25)

- VEPEP-9a2: Ac-X LRWWLRWASRWASRWA FR-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 26)

- VEPEP-9M : Ac-X ,RWW RWASRWALSWRWWR-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 27)

- VEPEP-9b2: Ac-X ,RWWLRWASRWFLS WRWWR-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 28)

- VEPEP-9cl : Ac-X RWWLRWAPRWFPSWRWWR-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 29)

- VEPEP-9c2: Ac-X, RWWLRWASRWAPS WRWWR-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 30)

- VEPEP-9d: Ac-X ,WWRWWASWARSWWR-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 31)

- VEPEP-9e: Ac-XjWWGSWATPRRR WWR-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 32)

- VEPEP-9f: Ac-X, WWRWWAPWARSWWR-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 33)

- - VEPEP-3bstapl: Ac- S WERW R SWPRKRK-cysteamide (SEQ D No: 34)

- VEPEP-3estapl: Ac-X,RWWR sLWWRSWSsRLWRR-eysteamide (SEQ ID No: 35)

- ST-VEPEP-6a: Ac-X] LFRAL RSLLRSS WRLLWK-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 36)

- ST-VEPEP-6aa: Ac-XiLFLARWR sLLRSsLWRLLWK-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 37)

- ST-VEPEP-6ab: Ac-X LFRALWSSLLRS LWRLLWK-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 38)

- ST-VEPEP-6ad: Ac-X] LFLARWS LLRS LWRLLWK-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 39)

- ST-VEPEP-6b: Ac-XiLFRALWRLLR sSLWSsLLWK-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 40)

- ST-VEPEP-6ba: Ac-X LFLARWRLLRSSLWSSLLWK-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 41)

- ST-VEPEP-6bb: Ac-X, LFRALWRLLS SLWSSLLWK-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 42)

- ST-VEPEP-6bd: Ac-X]LFLARWRLLS SSLWSSLLWK-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 43)

- ST-VEPEP-6c: Ac-X, LFAR LWRLLRSSLWRLLWK-cysteamide (SEQ ID No: 44),

as well as variants thereof (regarding the amino acid sequence and/or the N- and C-

terminal chemical groups), wherein X ] is beta-A or S and wherein the residues followed by

an inferior "s" are linked by a hydrocarbon linkage. Preferred variants of the above

sequences for forming nanoparticles according to the invention are PEGylated at their N-

terminal extremity instead of being acetylated.

Another aspect of the present invention pertains to nanoparticles made of

a "core shell" comprising a cargo and a first carrier molecule, surrounded by VEPEP-5

peptides. These are herein referred to as ΝΑΝΌ ΡΕΡ -5" particles. NANOPEP-5



technology constitutes a "custom-built" delivery system containing a common core

particle, trapping therapeutic molecule, with surface VEPEP-5 peptides which are

preferably functionalized for tumour or tissue targeting in vivo. From a structural point of

view, NANOPEP-5 particles are constituted by a "core" which is coated by a layer of

VEPEP-5 peptides. The "core" corresponds to a complex comprising a cargo and a vector

or carrier such as a first cell-penetrating peptide, a liposome, a polycationic structure, a

carbon nanoparticle, etc. n NANOPEP-5 particles, the layer of VEPEP-5 peptides

(peripheral peptide) stabilizes the particle and can be functionalized. Functionalizing

NANOPEP-5 particle surface with either cholesterol, lipid, PEG-molecules improves

particles stability in vivo, favours their administration by either systemic or topical route

and allows rapid liberation of active cargoes within tumor cells or tissues.

Functionalization of the surface of NANOPEP-5 particles with small FAB fragments,

peptides, antibodies and lipids has been shown to favour in vivo tissue or tumor targeting.

Also, Functionalizing NANOPEP-5 particle surface with polysaccharide such as PLGA,

can be used as formulation for slow release of drug and cargo and allow a long term

response in vivo. N-terminal PEGylation o at least part of the VEPEP-5 peptides

surrounding the NANOPEP-5 particles increases the biodistribution of cargoes in the

tumour, probably by stabilizing the NANOPEP-5 particles in the plasma.

NANOPEP-5 technology improves both cellular and in vivo delivery of

biologically active cargoes and has been validated on a large set of cell lines including

adherent and suspension cell lines, hard to transfect cell lines. NANOPEP-5 particles

strongly interact with cell membranes and enter the cell independently of the endosomal

pathway or rapidly escape from early endosomes. NANOPEP-5 technology presents

several advantages including rapid delivery with very high efficiency, stability in

physiological buffers, protection of the cargo against degradation lack of toxicity and of

sensitivity to serum, ability of forming mix nanoparticlcs, can be functionalized can be

applied to the delivery of different types of cargoes into a large variety f cell lines as we l

as in animal models, thereby constituting powerful tools for basic research and therapeutic

applications. NANOPEP-5 technology can be applied both at therapeutic and

diagno stic/theragnostic levels, as wel as for imaging.

In a particular embodiment of NANOPEP-5 particles according to the

present invention, the cargo is complexed to a first cell-penetrating peptide, which can be,

for example, selected amongst CADY, PG PEP-1, PPTG1, poly Arginine motif,

VEPEP-familly peptide (VEPEP-3, VEPEP-5, VEPEP-6, VEPEP-9, stapled or not) as

described above (such as SEQ D Nos: 1 to 7 and 11 to 44 and variants thereof), or any

other known CPP. This cargo/CPP complex is then coated with a layer of VEPEP-5

peptides. According to this embodiment the skilled artisan will advantageously choose the



first CPP depending on the nature of the cargo, so that the complex of cargo and first CPP

is stable. Hence, a wide diversity of cargoes can be included in NANOPEP-5 particles.

In the nanoparticles as above-described, the corc/VEPEP-5 molar ratio

depends on the nature and size of the core, but is generally comprised between 1/1 and

1/50 For small peptide/CPP cores, the core/peripheral VEPEP-5 molar ratio preferably

ranges from 1/5 to 1/30, depending on the nature of peptide cargo (hydrophobicity and

charge).

In a preferred embodiment of the nanoparticles according to the

invention, the size of the nanoparticle is between 20 and 300 nm.

According to an advantageous embodiment of the NANOPEP-5 particles

according to the invention, the VEPEP-5 peptides forming the peripheral layer of the

nanoparticles comprise a poly-ethylene glycol or an acetyl group covalently linked to their

N-terminus. and/or cysteamide group covalently linked to their C-terminus.

According to another preferred embodiment, the core shell of the

particles is coated with a VEPEP-5 peptide functional! zed with NTA (for example, a

VEPEP-5 peptide with nitrilotriacetic acid covalently linked to its C-terminus). This allows

the subsequent attachment to the surface of the particle, of any protein (or other molecule)

harboring a histidine tag. This strategy offers the major advantage of having a common

two-layers particles "NANOPEPHIS-5" which can be associated to any His-tagged

molecule.

n particular embodiments of the complexes and nanoparticles according

to the invention, at least part of the VEPEP-5 cell-penetrating peptides are bound to a

targeting molecule. In the case of NANOPEP-5 particles, at least part of the cell-

penetrating peptides which are at the periphery of the nanoparticle are preferentially bound

to a targeting molecule. Examples of targeting molecules include antibodies, nanobodies

and Fc or FAB fragments (for example targeting HEK2/MUC /EGF/XCCR4). ligands,

especially targeting receptors which are over-expressed at the surface of certain cell-types

and homing peptides specific of selected organs. Non-limitative examples of such ligands

and homing peptides are: RGD-peptide, homing targeting peptides (brain NTl peptide,

Ganglion G 1 peptide, as well as all other previously described peptides for tissues and

cell line targeting), folic acid, polysaccharides, and matrix metalloprotease targeting

peptide motif (MMP-9 or MMP3 for tumour selectivity).

According to a particular embodiment of the present invention, the

complexes or nanoparticles are formulated se that they can be stored during several months

without losing their stability and functional efficacy. In particular, the complexes and

nanoparticles of the invention ca advantageously be Iyophilized in the presence of a

sugar. Non- limitative examples of sugars which can be used to that aim are sucrose,

glucose, manitol and a mix thereof, and they can be used, for example, in a concentration



ranging from 5% to 20%, preferably 5% to 10%, it being understood that a concentration

of 5% is obtained by adding 5 grams per litre of solution before lyophilization.

Another aspect of the present invention is the use of a complex or

nanoparticle as above-described, as a medicament and as a marker or an imaging agent.

The present invention a so pertains to a therapeutic, cosmetic or

diagnostic composition comprising a complex or a nanoparticle as described above. For

example, a composition comprising a complex or nanoparticle having a peptide targeting

protein/protein interactions, involving essential protein CD and Cyclin required for cell

cycle progression as a cargo, and a targeting molecule specific for tumour cells (for

example: RGD-peptide, folic acid, MUC-1 or HEK2 antibodies or nanobodies ), is part of

the present invention. Depending o the application, this composition can be formulated

for intravenous, intratumoral, topical, intrarectal, intranasal, transdermal, or intradermal

administration, or for administration via a mouth spray, or for administration as a

subcutaneous implant for slow release of a drug.

The present invention also pertains to a method for delivering a molecule

into a cell in vitro, comprising a step of putting said cell into contact with a complex or

nanoparticle as described above.

One of the major advantages of using short peptides with a size of 10 and

less residues is the lack of innate immune response associated thereto. Short peptides do

not induce allergic response and therefore can be administered by trans-dermal route and

topically without any risk of inflammatory response, in contrast to longer peptides.

Moreover, the risk of immune response following intravenous injection of VEPEP-5 is

negligible.

Several aspects of the present invention are further developed in the

following examples, illustrated by the figures (which are described in the examples).

Example 1: Materials and Methods

VEPEP-5 peptides

Al peptides were synthesized by solid-phase peptide synthesis using

AEDI-expensin resin with (fluorenylmethoxy)-carbonyl (Fmoc) on a Pioneer Peptide

Synthesizer (PioneerTM, Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) starting from Fmoc-PAL-

PEG-PS resin at a 0.2 mmol scale. The coupling reactions were performed with 0.5 M of

HATU in the presence of 1 M of DIEA. Protecting group removal and final cleavage from

the resin were carried out with TFA/Phenol/H^O/Thioanisol/Ethanedithiol (82.5/5/5/5/2.5

%) for 3 h 30 mill. All the peptides presented a cysteamide group at the C-terminus and

were acetylated at the N-terminus. The peptide synthesis started by the C-terminus, using

an AEDI-expensin resin starting with a cysteamide link, as described by ery et al, 992.



All the peptides contained a beta-Alanine or a serine at the N-terminus to favour any

further functional ization without using the C-terminal cysteamide group.

Functionalization of Vepep-5

Two approaches were used for peptide functionalization

(1) Peptide conjugations with peptide, antibody, pegylation, NTA,

cholesterol, stearylation, were performed at the primary amino group of the N-termina!

residue, through a beta alanine or serine. It is advantageous to maintain the C-terminal

cysteamide free, since it is known to be required to stabilize the particle through disulfide

bounds (SH-SH). Functionalized peptides were further purified by Reverse Phase-HPLC

and analyzed by electro-spray ionization mass spectroscopy.

(2) Peptide conjugations were also performed via disulfide bound using

the SH-group of the cysteamide moiety of the peptide.

X : Cholesterol, Pegylation, stearyl, palmitoyl, small FC or FAB

fragments, nanobody. nitrilotriacetic acid (2 x NTA), tissues targeting peptides (brain,

lung, lymphe node, pancreas...).

VEPEP-5 structure

VEPEP-5 peptides are tryptophan rich peptides: they are highly versatile

and show a strong structural polymorphism. VEPEP-5 are unfolded in solution in free form

as well as in the presence of lipid or artificial cellular membranes or of cargos such as

peptide or small molecules.
Peptides &proteins

Peptide targeting CDK/Cyclin (C4 : KKQVRMAHLVLT (SEQ ID No:

8)) was obtained for Polypeptide. Fluorescently labelled (Cy5 and Cy3) tetra (GWASC-

dye (SEQ ID No: )) peptides were also ex obtained for Polypeptide. Proteins; His-tagged-

GFP was overexpressed in E !i.
PNA

Short oligonucleotides PNA and 5' Alexa 7 or cy5 fluorescently labelled

PNA were synthesized by Eurogentec (Belgium) according to the following sequences.

Cyc-Bct ; TGC CAT CAA GCT TAG AGG- (SEQ ID No: 10)

Fluorescence Titrations

Fluorescence experiments were performed on a PTI spectrofluorimeter at

25°C in a NaCl 154 mM buffer. Intrinsic Trp-fluorescence of VEPEP-5 was excited at 290

m and emission spectrum was recorded between 310 and 400 nm, with a spectral band¬

pass of 2 and 8 nm for excitation and emission, respectively. FITC- fluorescence of

labelled-peptide was excited at 492 nm and emission recorded between 500 and 580 nm.

For VEPEP -3/peptide interaction, 0.5 µΜ of FITC-labelled peptide was titrated by



increasing concentrations of VEPEP-5. All measurements were corrected for the dilution

and curve fitting were performed by using Gra it software (Erifhacus).

Characterization of peptide-bascd nanoparticles

Mean particle size distribution was determined with a Coulter N 4 Plus

(Coulter-Beckman) at 25 °C for 3 min per measurement and zeta potential was measured

with Zetasizer 4 apparatus (Malvern Ltd).

Cell culture and VEPEP-mediated cargo delivery

Adherent HS68 fibroblasts, HeLa. PC3, Jurkat. CEM-SS and U20S

MCF-7 cell lines (from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC)), as wel as MEF and

PBMC were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium supplemented with 2mM

glutamine, 1% antibiotics (streptomycin 10,000 µ /η 1, penicillin, 10,000 IU/ ml) and 10%

(w/v) foetal calf serum (FCS), at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% C(

Stock solutions of VEPEP -5/peptide particles were prepared by complexing 1 µ peptide

with VEPEP-5 peptides at a molar ratio of 1/20 for 30 min at 37°C. Lower concentrations

of VEPEP-5-carrier /peptide (from 500 nM to 1 µΜ) were obtained by serial dilution of the

stock complexes in PBS, in order to preserve the same VEPEP-5 -carrier/peptide ratio. 150

000 cells seeded in a 35 mm dish the day prior transfection, were grown to 60 %

confluence and overlaid with 200 µ ΐ of preformed complexes, incubated for 3-5 min, then

400 µΐ of DMEM were added. After 30 min. incubation at 37°C 1 ml of fresh DMEM

containing 16% foetal calf serum (FCS) was added in order to reach a final FCS

concentration of 10%, without removing the overlay of VEPEP-5 /peptide complexes. Cells

were returned to the incubator for 24 hrs. Fo CDK2 derived peptides cell proliferation was

monitored after 24 and 48 hrs. Data reported are an average of 3 or 4 distinct experiments.

Cytotoxicity

Toxicity of VEPEP-5/peptide or VEPEP-5/SHM complexes was

investigated on Hela and HS-68 cell lines. 30,000 cells seeded in 24- el plated the day

prior transfection. were incubated with increasing concentrations of peptide or SHM

complexed with VEPEP-5 at a 20/1 molar ratio ranging from 1 to 5 µΜ , for 30 min prior to

addition of medium to reach final 10% concentration of FCS. Cytotoxic response was

measured 24hr later by colorimetric MTT assay (Sigma, Germany), respectively. For MTT

assay, cell culture medium was removed and replaced with PBS containing 2.5 mg/ml of

MTT for 4hr. Results correspond to the average of 3 separate experiments.



Example 2 : VEPEP-5 peptides form stable nanostructures with

different cargoes

VEPEP-5 peptides (Short-6 (SEQ D No: 1), Short-7 (SEQ D No: 2) and

Short 1 (SEQ ID No: 6)) form stable complexes with peptides, cyclic peptide, PNA and

Protein. The binding of cargos was monitored by fluorescence spectroscopy using the both

intrinsic Trp group of VEPEP-5 (3-4 Trp-residues) and extrinsic fltiorescently labelled

cargoes (using Cy5 or FITC). Curve fitting revealed that VEPEP-5 strongly binds the

different cargoes with dissociation constant n the nanomolar range (Table 1 and Figure ) .

C clic peptide (PC4), PNA and protein (15 kDa).

VEPEP-5 peptides also form stable particles with small aromatic

molecules including doxorubicin, porphyrin and charges molecules including nucleotide,

nucleoside and peptide-analog of nucleic acids or fluorescent dyes (Figure 1). The

dissociation constant for small hydrophobic molecule ranges between 0.05 to 0.1 µΜ ,

depending on the nature of the dyes and of the peptides (Table 2).

Table 2 : VEPEP-5/Cargo complexes characterization. SHM: small

hydrophobic molecules (porphyrin, FAM-G, doxorubicin)



The size of the particles was monitored by dynamic light scattering. The

optimal VEPEP-5 peptide/cargo (peptide and SUM) molar ratio is ranging between 1/ to

1/30 (Figure 2). The size of the particles is of about 50 to 200 nanometer in diameter.

Example 3: VEPEP-5 mediated delivery of peptide and cyclic peptide

in different cell lines

VEPEP-5 peptides (Short-6. Short-7 and Short 1) have been used for the

delivery of different peptides into different cell lines, including primary cell lines, stem cell

lines and challenging cell lines. Peptide delivery was monitored using three approaches,

fluorescence spectroscopy and monitoring biological responses (anti proliferation)

1- Fluorescent labelled peptide was visualized in the different cell lines

using fluorescence microscopy or FACS sorting (Table 3). I most of the cell lines, the

uptake f Cy-5 labelled peptides is more than 70% of the cells

2- Dose-response experiments performed on different cultured cells

revealed that VEPEP-5-mediated delivery of C4 peptides, targeting edk2/cyclin A complex

blocks cell proliferation of different cancer cells (Figure 3).

Table 3

VEPEPS-mediated delivery of peptide targeting Cdk2/cyclin A blocks

cancer cellproliferation

Dose-response experiments performed on cultured cells revealed that

VEPEP-5 (Short-6, Short-7 and Short 1) mediated delivery of C4 peptide induced a



robust biological response associated with specific cell cycle arrest (Figure 3). A peptide

C concentration of 100 i M was sufficient to block proliferation of Hela and MCF7 cells.

Using Short6 peptide an IC 5 of 80 ± 20 nM and 50 ± 10 n were estimated for C4

peptides respectively o Hela and MCF7. Using short7 peptide an IC50 of 45 10 n and

80 ± 20 nM were estimated for C4 peptides respectively on Hela and MCF7. Using short

peptide an IC50 of 150 ± 30 nM and 200 ± 20 nM were estimated for C4 peptides

respectively on Hela and MCF7, In contrast, proliferation was only reduced by 10 to 20 for

non-transformed HS68 fibroblasts (Figure 3) in perfect agreement with the impact of the

check point G2-M on the cell cycle proliferation and showing the specificity of the peptide

for cancer cells.

VEPEP-5 mediated delivery of PNA molecule in different cell lines

VEPEP-5 (Short-6, Short-7 and Short 1 ) peptides have been used for the

delivery of nucleic acid analog (PNA and morpholino) into different cell lines, including

primary cell lines and challenging cell lines. Uptake was monitored by following

biological response (Cyclin B knockdown). We then have applied Short-6, Short-7 and

Short for the delivery of PNA antisense targeting Cyclin B l as previously described by

Morris et al. [13]. Dose-response experiments performed o different cultured cells

revealed that VEPEP-9-mediated delivery of PNA (Cyclin Bl) induced a robust

downregulation higher than 70% of Cyclin B 1 protein level in Hela and MCF7 cells and no

change in Cyclin B l level was observed with free PNA and scrambled PNA molecule

complexed with Short-6 and Short- carrier (Figure 4).

VEPEP-5 mediated delivery of small hydrophobic molecules in

different cell lines

VEPEP-5 peptides (Short-6, Short-7 and Short 1 ) have been used for the

delivery of different small hydrophobic molecules including doxorubicin and porphyrin on

different cell lines including primary cell lines and challenging cell lines. VEPEP-5

peptides form stable particles with small aromatic molecules (table 2). Effect of VEPEP-5

mediated delivery of doxorubicin an porphyrin have been investigated on cancer cell

viability. Dose-response experiments performed on cultured cells revealed that VEPEP-5

mediated delivery of doxorubicin and porphyrin induced a biological response associated

to cell cycle arrest and decrease in viability o MCF7, Hela cancer cells (Figure 5). The

impact of carrier peptides to improve cellular uptake of small molecule drugs was

estimated by following inhibition of proliferation of cancer cells. IC50 are reported in Table



4 . Comparison of VEPEP -5 mediated drug delivery with the response obtained with free

drug, demonstrated that Doxo and porphyrin are between 25 to 50-fold more efficient

when associated to VEPEP -5.

Table 4

VEPEP-5 mediated delivery of proteins in different cell lines

VEPEP-5 have been used for the delivery of different proteins into

different cell lines, including primary cell lines, stem cell lines and challenging cell lines.

Protein uptake was monitored using fluorescence spectroscopy and FACS analysis.

GFP/RFP or Fluorescent labelled proteins were visualized in the different cell lines using

fluorescence microscopy or FACS sorting (Table 5). n most of the cell lines, the uptake of

RFP; GFP, Cy-5 labelled proteins is more than 50% of the cells.

Table 5



W
15

Example 4: VEPEPS-mediated delivery of peptide/PNA and SHM is

not toxic.

As shown on Figure 6, the toxicity of VEPEP-5 (Short-6, Short- 7, Short-

1 ) particles was investigated on HeLa and U20S cells b MTT assay. No toxicity was

detected at levels up to 200 nM, and only a mild toxicity was observed at the maximum

concentration of 1 µΜ .
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CLAIMS

1. A 10 amino acid cell-penetrating peptide characterized in that it

comprises an amino acid sequence consisting of a beta-alanine or a serine in N-terminal

position, linked to a sequence consisting of 9 consecutive amino acids from the sequence

RXWXRLWXRLR (SEQ ID NO: 7), wherein X in position 2 is R or S and X in positions

4 and 8 are, independently from each other, W or F.

2 The cell-penetrating peptide of claim 1, wherein the amino acid

sequence is selected from the group consisting of:

- X,WWRLWWRLR (SEQ ID o: 1)

- X FRLWFRL (SEQ ID No: 2)

- X WFRLWWRLR (SEQ ID No: 3),

- X WRLWFRLR (SEQ ID No: 4).

- X,RWWRLWWRL (SEQ ID No: 5), and

- X.RSWFRLWFR (SEQ ID No: 6),

wherein is beta-A or S,

3. The cell-penetrating peptide of claim or claim 2, further

comprising, covalently linked to the N-terminal end of the amino acid sequence, one or

several chemical entities selected in the group consisting of an acetyl, a fatty acid, a

cholesterol, a poly-ethylene glycol, a nuclear localization signal, nuclear export signal, an

antibody, a polysaccharide and a targeting molecule

4. The cell-penetrating peptide of any of claims 1 to 3, further

comprising, covalently linked to the C-terminal end of said amino acid sequence, one or

several groups selected in the group consisting of a cysteaniide, a cysteine, a thiol, an

amide, a nitrilotriacetic acid optionally substituted, a carboxyl, a linear or ramified CVC ,

alkyl optionally substituted, a primary or secondary amine, an osidic derivative, a lipid, a

phospholipid, a fatty acid, a cholesterol, a poly-ethylene glycol, a nuclear localization

signal, nuclear export signal, an antibody, a polysaccharide and a targeting molecule.

5. A complex comprising a cell-penetrating peptide according to any of

claims 1 to 4 and a cargo selected amongst proteins of at most 5kDa, nanobodies,

peptides, peptide-analogues, uncharged oligonucleotides, PNAs and small hydrophobic

molecules.

6 . The complex of claim 5, wherein said cargo is a molecule of at most

1.5 kDa.

7. The complex of claim 5 or claim 6, wherein said cargo is an

anticancer or an anti viral drug.

8. The complex of any of claims 5 to 7, wherein said cargo is selected

from the group consisting of amino acids, di- or tri- peptides, daunomycin, Paclitaxei,



doxorubicin. AZT, porphyrin fluorescently-label!cd-nucleosides or nucleotides,

hydrophobic maghemite and fluorescent dyes.

9. The complex of claim 5 or claim 6, wherein said cargo is a cosmetic

agent.

0. The complex of any of claims 5 to 9, wherein the size of the complex

is between 50 and 200 nrn.

. A nanoparticle comprising a complex according to any of claims 5 to

10, coated by a layer of peripheral ceil-penetrating peptides, wherein said cell-penetrating

peptides have a peptide sequence different from SEQ D Nos: 1 to 6.

12. A nanoparticle comprising a core which comprises a cargo

complexed to a first entity selected in the group consisting of cell-penetrating peptides,

liposomes, polycationic structures and carbon naiioparticles, wherein said core is coated by

a cell-penetrating peptide according to any of claims 1 to 4.

13. The nanoparticle of claim 2, wherein said first entity is cell-

penetrating peptide selected in the group consisting of VEPEP-3, VEPEP-6, VEPEP-9,

CADY, MPG, PEP-1, PPTG1, poly Arginine motif and cell -penetrating peptides according

to any of claims 1 to 4 .

14. The nanoparticle of any of claims 1 to 13, wherein the size of the

nanoparticle is between 20 and 300 nm.

15. The complex of any of claims 5 to 10, or the nanoparticle of any of

claims 1 to 14, wherein the cell-penetrating peptide according to any of claims 1 to 4

comprises a poly-ethylene glycol group covalently linked to its N-terminus, and/or a

cysteamide group covalently linked to its C-terminus.

16. The complex or nanoparticle of any of claims 5 to 15, wherein at

least part of the cell-penetrating peptides are bound to a targeting molecule.

17. The complex or nanoparticle of any of claims 5 to 16, for use as a

medicament.

18. The complex or nanoparticle of any of claims 5 to 16, for use as a

marker or an imaging agent,

19. A therapeutic, cosmetic or diagnostic composition comprising a

complex or a nanoparticle according to any of claims 5 to 16.

20. The composition of claim 19, which is formulated for intravenous,

intratumoral, topical, intrarectal, intranasal, transdermal, or intradermal administration, or

for administration via a mouth spray, or for administration as a subcutaneous implant for

slow release of a drug.

21. A method for delivering a molecule into a cell in vitro, comprising a

step f putting said cell into contact with a complex or nanoparticle according to any of

claims 5 to , which comprises said molecule.
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